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$9.5 trillion-$15.4 trillion
Potential total annual value of AI and analytics across industries

Source: McKinsey & Company

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/mckinsey-analytics/our-insights/the-executives-ai-playbook?page=industries/


AI adoption across industries & functions 

“AI adoption advances, but 
foundational barriers 
remain,” McKinsey & 
Company, 2018

https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/artificial-intelligence/ai-adoption-advances-but-foundational-barriers-remain


What AI really is
• A tool for making predictions

How to get started
• Learn from your peers and  

common use cases, proof of 
concept first

Put customers first
• Human-centric design and 

leadership in the loop

Chart your AI path
• Your use cases, prioritization, 

minimum viable business 
case (MVBC), team, skills, 
prerequisites 

Review AI vendor landscape

• Tools, approaches 
(buy/build/rent)
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What AI Really Is



Source: Cyberoro ORO – Cropped 
video still 
from https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=wu8HB_buraA&t=42

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCdvjxan9YSsLn0e9Bm8wzTg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wu8HB_buraA&t=42


“ […] on the basis of the conjecture that every aspect of 
learning or any other feature of intelligence can in 
principle be so precisely described that a machine can 
be made to simulate it.

An attempt will be made to find how to make machines 
use language, form abstractions and concepts, solve 
kinds of problems now reserved for humans, and 
improve themselves. We think that a significant advance 
can be made in one or more of these problems if a 
carefully selected group of scientists work on it together 
for a summer.”

“ We propose that a 2-month, 10-man study 
of artificial intelligence be carried out…”

Source: A Proposal for the Dartmouth Summer 

Research Project on Artificial Intelligence, John 

McCarthy 1955

Image: Computer History Museum

http://www-formal.stanford.edu/jmc/history/dartmouth/dartmouth.html
https://www.computerhistory.org/fellowawards/hall/john-mccarthy/


What Is (Human) Intelligence?



The ability to 
understand language…



Navigate in the 
visual world…



Manipulate 
objects…



And also… Seeing relationships

Grasping truths

Understanding

Reasoning

Learning

Considering meaning

Separating facts from 
belief

Source: Artificial Intelligence for Dummies

https://www.wiley.com/en-us/Artificial+Intelligence+For+Dummies-p-9781119467656


What’s taking the world by storm is AAI (ANI)
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Deduction and 

Reasoning

Knowledge 

Representation

Planning

Learning

Perception

Language Processing

Motion and Object 

Manipulation

Artificial General Intelligence (AGI) Applied Artificial Intelligence (ANI)

Machine 

Learning

NLP

Computer 

Vision
RPA

Robotics

ANI = Artificial Narrow Intelligence

NLP = Natural Language Processing

RPA = Robotic Process Automation



is the scientific study of algorithms 
and statistical models that computer 
systems use to effectively perform a specific 
task without using explicit instructions, 
relying on patterns and inference instead.

Machine 
learning (ML)

Source: Wikipedia

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Machine_learning
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Machine_learning


70% of machine learning models in 
use are “supervised” – they have 

been trained on data that has been 
labeled by humans



What’s a supervised learning model?

1) Find a proxy (P) for something 
hard to know (C).

2) Find a function that defines a 
correlation between P and C.

3) Use this function (=model) to 
make guesses about C.

Use square footage (P) to predict 
housing prices (C).

Source: Kathryn Hume

https://www.slideshare.net/KathrynHume1/ethical-algorithms-bias-in-machine-learning-for-nextai


Another example: classification

1) Find a proxy (P) for something 
hard to know (C).

2) Find a function that defines a 
correlation between P and C.

3) Use this function to make 
guesses about C.

Use “free money” or “out of debt” (P) to 
predict if emails are spam (C)

Source: Kathryn Hume

https://www.slideshare.net/KathrynHume1/ethical-algorithms-bias-in-machine-learning-for-nextai


What should we do here?

1) Find a proxy (P) for something 
hard to know (C).

2) Find a function that defines a 
correlation between P and C.

3) Use this function to make 
guesses about C. b

What (P) should we pick to decide if it’s 
a cat or dog?

Source: Kathryn Hume

https://www.slideshare.net/KathrynHume1/ethical-algorithms-bias-in-machine-learning-for-nextai


Enter deep learning aka neural nets
Use layers to transform complex input into mathematical expressions and
remove the need for humans to select which features matter.

Source: Kathryn Hume

https://www.slideshare.net/KathrynHume1/ethical-algorithms-bias-in-machine-learning-for-nextai


Supervised learning flow

Image: Hortonworks

https://www.slideshare.net/hortonworks/data-science-workshop


“Any sufficiently 
advanced technology is 
indistinguishable 
from magic.”

Arthur C. Clarke



Machine learning is not magic!
It is mathematics that predicts something we’d 

like to know by using correlations in historical data



“ […] on the basis of the conjecture that every aspect 
of learning or any other feature of intelligence can 
in principle be so precisely described that a machine 
can be made to simulate it.

An attempt will be made to find how to make 
machines use language, form abstractions and 
concepts, solve kinds of problems now reserved for 
humans, and improve themselves. We think that a 
significant advance can be made in one or more of these 
problems if a carefully selected group of scientists work 
on it together for a summer.”

“ We propose that a 2-month, 10-man study 
of artificial intelligence be carried out…”

Source: A Proposal for the Dartmouth Summer 
Research Project on Artificial Intelligence, 1955

Image: Computer History Museum

http://www-formal.stanford.edu/jmc/history/dartmouth/dartmouth.html
https://www.computerhistory.org/fellowawards/hall/john-mccarthy/


Image: Library of Congress

https://monovisions.com/vintage-the-wright-brothers-first-flight-in-1903/
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What we want from AI

What we’ve got Actually, this

“Airplanes don’t flap 
their wings; why 
should computers 
think?”

Source: The Atlantic

https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2013/11/the-man-who-would-teach-machines-to-think/309529/


Artificial intelligence or (human) 
intelligence augmentation?

A more accurate term for current AI technology is 
“data-enabled, automated, adaptive decision support.” 

Use when appropriate.



How to Get Started
Avoid a cold start. Learn from the early adopters



Learn about AI tech

Especially machine learning. Informed is 
forearmed.

Avoid a cold start

Learn what your peers and early adopters 
across industries are doing with AI.

Contextualize

Adopt peer use cases to your organization’s 
strategic goals and the needs of your customers.

Your peers and early 
adopters in other industries 
have already answered the 
R-W-W questions: 

• “Is it real?”

• “Can we win?”

• “Is it worth doing?”

Learn from their experiences 
to avoid a cold start.
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What do these things 
have in common?



Think outside your industry’s box 

Source: WHO

https://www.who.int/patientsafety/safesurgery/checklist/en/


How to Get Started
Common use cases



Chatbots: Beyond 
information gateways



48%
“If you are customer-
facing, AI technology is no 
longer a differentiating 
factor, it’s a necessity.”

of consumers would 
rather use live chat 
than any other means 
of contact

– Ubisend, "The Chatbot 

Statistics Cheatsheet"

– Zahra Zahid, Slalom Consulting

https://blog.ubisend.com/hubfs/white-papers/ubisend_chatbot_statistics_cheatsheet_v2_1.pdf?utm_campaign=Inbound launch&utm_source=hs_automation&utm_medium=email&utm_content=67918239&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-88nun0d5Bf7oPKngHJ-G_3oaEJWhaiCIm86HVTCSZQ4npao6yBQ0xKrFyftzjxUDzEd2JaNTmrCtrKqD9386Y7fbFt1A&_hsmi=67918239


IBM artificial 
intelligence can 
predict with 95% 
accuracy which 
workers are about 
to quit their jobs.

– Eric Rosenbaum, CNBC

https://www.cnbc.com/2019/04/03/ibm-ai-can-predict-with-95-percent-accuracy-which-employees-will-quit.html


AI in HR: Hiring the right people fast, 
effectively, and without bias

Source: Knockri Source: Plum

https://www.knockri.com/
https://www.plum.io/how-it-works
https://www.plum.io/how-it-works


• Automated data entry, categorization, and 
transaction processing

• Automated expenses

• Automatic reconciliation and closure of financial 
ledgers

• Audit and compliance

• Intelligent checking of invoices and automated 
payment of invoices to specified terms

• Corporate budgeting, planning, and forecasting

“The back office support 
system is being 
dismantled to make way 
for the new conception 
that is made possible by 
the advent of artificial 
intelligence disruptive 
technologies which 
together promise speed 
and significant cost 
reduction.” 

– Shankar Balasubramanian, 

Hexaware

AI in Accounting & Finance: 
Back-office automation

Source: AI & Intelligent 

Automation Network

https://www.aiia.net/artificial-intelligence/reports/209-key-takeaways-from-ai-live-americas?ty-s


AI in Corporate Legal: Freeing people for 
higher value-add tasks

Source: Dom Galeon, Futurism

• Document classification for 
knowledge transfer, retention, 
and regulatory compliance

• Document review

• Contract review and contract 
management

• Legal research/discovery

• Due diligence

https://futurism.com/an-ai-completed-360000-hours-of-finance-work-in-just-seconds


How to Get Started
Contextualize AI



“Stay true to who you 
are as a business and 
then innovate on top of 
that with new 
technologies and new 
things.”

– Justin Reilly, former head of 

customer experience 

innovation, Verizon

Source: AI & Intelligent 

Automation Network

https://www.aiia.net/artificial-intelligence/reports/209-key-takeaways-from-ai-live-americas?ty-s
https://www.aiia.net/artificial-intelligence/reports/209-key-takeaways-from-ai-live-americas?ty-s


Give your AI a purpose: Link it to strategy

Customer 
Intimacy/Service 

Excellence

Product/Service 
Innovation Operational Excellence

Drivers to Establish Competitive Advantage

Risk & Compliance



1. What #1 business opportunity do you wish to see realized with AI? (Hope) or

2. What #1 risk will AI help you to alleviate? (Fear) or

3. What #1 annoying pet peeve can you scratch with AI? (Frustration) 

4. What are your challenges in performing this activity or process today?

5. What does amazing look like if we solve this perfectly?

6. What other business activities or processes will be impacted or improved if we solve this?

7. What compliance/regulatory/policy concerns do we need to consider in any solution?

8. What are the benefits of the new solution and who will benefit from it?

9. What measures of success/change should we use to prove value of the effort (KPIs/ROI)?

10. What are the steps in the process/activity?

11. What are the applications/systems used at each step and from step to step?

12. What data elements are either created, used, or transformed at each step (high level)?

Contextualize selected peer use cases 
for your organization



Customer-Centric AI



“Speak to the reality 
of what is your 
mission and what do 
human beings need 
from you to be happy 
with you as a brand.” 

– Justin Reilly, former head 

of customer experience 

innovation, Verizon

Source: AI & Intelligent 

Automation Network

Image: Changwon Fire Station

https://www.aiia.net/artificial-intelligence/reports/209-key-takeaways-from-ai-live-americas?ty-s
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/south-korea-woman-hair-stuck-in-robotic-vacuum-cleaner/




Trust isn't something that can 
be given out piecemeal. 
You either have it or you don't.



Human Benefits

Experience

Trust

Resilience

Info-Tech Research Group

Prioritize the human benefits

47

Business Benefits

Scale

Efficiency

Intelligence



“Products that love people”



Maximize 
Mutual Lifetime Value



“Like relational databases, AI is going to get into 
every important piece of software”

– Andreesen Horowitz, “The Promise of AI”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8pLZkbN9h_s


Chart Your AI Path
Start with a POC and decision design

Use-case prioritization and MVBC



Start with a POC to test the technology 
and your organization’s readiness

Image: Valdas Blog

https://www.valdas.blog/2017/05/29/proof-of-concept-vs-prototype-vs-pilot/


• Decision design
• Work backwards
• Keep the human in the loop
• Machine vs. human: 80-20
• Don’t leave decisions to data scientists and coders

Thoughtful POC considerations



When documenting ideas, don’t strive 
for perfection

Problem Statement

What #1 business opportunity do you wish to see realized with AI? 

or What #1 risk will AI help you to alleviate? or What #1 annoying 

pet peeve can you scratch with AI? 

Current challenges What does amazing look like?

Related 

processes/Impact
Compliance Benefits and KPIs

Current process 

& systems

Applications & 

systems

Data elements 

involved



Create an MVBC to improve speed to 
value



Prioritize your use cases: 2x2 and vote

Effort 

Low High

High

Low 

Benefit 

AI 

project 

3

AI 

project 2

AI 

project 6

AI 

project 7

AI 

project 1

AI 

project 5

AI 

project 4

8  2 5 4 3 10

Idea List: 



Chart Your AI Path
People



• Business Sponsor(s)
o E.g. Data Owners

• Executive Sponsor
• Project Lead
• Data Stewards
• External Partners

Assemble an integrated, cross-functional, 
business-led team to explore possibilities 

• Tech Team: 
o Enterprise Architect
o Director/VP of Applications
o Data Scientist/Data Analyst
o BI/Analytics Developer 
o DWH Architect
o Data Integration Lead
o Senior BA



Engage business to deliver value 
– the “last mile”



And to avoid 
“Shadow AI”



Engage Apps to deploy POC in production



Product owners are your secret weapon

“The first follower is 
transforms a lone nut 
into a leader.” 

“New followers 
emulate the followers 
-- not the leader.”  

– Derek Sivers
“First Follower: Leadership 

Lessons from a Dancing Guy”

https://sivers.org/ff


• Leverage an AI vendor
o Collaborate on a series of projects to build internal capabilities

• Crowdsource
• Host a Kaggle competition
• Host a hackathon
• Leverage RFI process and host an “industry day”

No data scientist? No problem! You can 
still get your feet wet with AI.



AI Technologies Landscape



AI technology landscape

Image: 

ShivonZilis.com

http://www.shivonzilis.com/machineintelligence






Do we have the 
necessary skills? 
If not yet, can we acquire or grow them over time?



When working with 
vendors, ask:

• Has this technology solved a similar problems? 

• Is anyone using it?

• Will this technology fit in my technology 
environment? 

• Can a single technology platform solve my 
problem end to end?

• Can I build a flexible, scalable solution that is 
responsive and adaptive to change?





Do you have the appropriate infrastructure in place?Do you have enough data to 
train your AI? Is it good data?

Do you have the appropriate 
infrastructure in place?

Can you deliver AI seamlessly to 
the point of decision making?

Where are you with governance 
– data, models, decisions?



Putting it together

Adapted from Stephanie Blackburn Freeth



• AI = ANI = ML It’s… Magic! No, it’s mathematics.
• Data-enabled, automated, adaptive decision support

• Avoid cold start

• Contextualize

• “Love people,” MVBC

• POC

• MVBC

• Team

• Get your organization ready

Key takeaways



Thank you!

and for more information please contact:

Andy Neill

aneill@infotech.com


